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This‘ invention» relates? generally’ to Y. the .v- come 
bustion’ of: pulverized: fuel-r containing’: noncoma 
bustible- solider material;v and- is directed‘ toward 
and contemplates; the_;-production» of large quan 
tities-of a 'he'ated-high'velocity motive ?uid which: 
is.» suitable- for operating; gas;v turbines,- and the» 
likeandv which?consists,qatleastdn part;. of/rprode 
nets ‘of; combustion . resulting? from: burning-such 
fuel in suspension; in;v angaseousrcombustion sup"-v 
portingmedi'um-or-‘carrier: ,_ I I ‘ '_ 

In 1 this iconnect-ion-ga:heretofore'common-econg 
ception ; is that I if- pulverized: solid : fue'lt; such as: 
coal,;=is- burned? in suspension; under; conditions: 
producing ash particles of small size, the erosive 
ness- .of 2 the. 1 suspended - ash- particles; Willcbe' so 
minimized gasvto render“ practical; the'gformatlon 
and; use of». ‘motive: ?uids asherei-na-bove'“indicate 
ed.’ And this conception hasbeentcon?rmedrby, 
extensive: experimentationifdm that 4‘ it- has * been 
found that . the" erosiveie?ect“ of suspended: ash-r. 
particles » in» general .- decreases: as; thev size: of ~ 
the: particles :decrease and, that qthedecrease-in“v 
erosive'ieffectvis-.quite rapid-‘as {the "size of _;th‘e.~ 
particles becomes-less than: 20- microns; .. 7 

However, it has alsolbeen-pfound.that'even if: 
solid - fuelfis ‘burned in suspension-underrcondi-y 
tionse producing; - extremely-1; small a ash-particles; 
theiash. content ofz-the resulting streamloff-lmoti-vez 
?uid. is; relatively.’ high and the erosive‘ e?‘ectgof-v 
thera'sh particles suspended: therein issuf?ciently; 
great; to . render; the; life; expectancy? of‘ . turbine. 
parts, particularly the 'blading,-; entirelwtoo short~v 
for; satisfactory commercial-Z application=~ And 

20' 

although'thequantity of. suspendedaashvparticlesa 
can; be r reducedtth'rough- theguse 'oii. suitable *?yg. 
ash separators, it-risl. extremely rdin’icultjiandwgenei 
erally, _ impracticablevto .- thus ireducevthei quantity; 
of small .lsuspended .ash;.particles~<su?ioientl3y to. 
increase: the life-‘:expectancyeoi -, turbi-nerpartsetoi 
afsatisfac‘tory;practicalextentsv , _ 

Anotherrheretofore common and>somewhat {re- 
lated I conception? is , thatyifgpulverizedesolidrzfuel; 
is' -? burned in» suspensionyatla a; 10W“: temperature; 
the. ‘resulting; ash particles. willibe su??oientlyysoft 
to Irendei' the erosivenesaor lsach par-ticleslneg-li—. 
giiblef ‘ _ 

Htwever; extensive.»‘experiihéntation. negatives 
the P'corrje‘ctness if of. misconception .in'I that. even: 
the ’ smallv a's'h “particles 1 resulting. lfrfom. I. the -._~ low. 
temperature "combustio?'of v‘pulverized , solid; lfuel. 
in: suspension, are. in .fact. quite.- hardifland.haverv a 
' ' ""d .‘con?guiia'tion which ,materiallyr increases: 

s‘ivefacti‘onpnbbjects contacted thereby‘: 
1611;. the. jaggecl'l con?guration v-oigthe. 

I I . ~ . . 

partwl‘es‘ .. renders“, a1‘ mechanical?separation» of 
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2; 
same from the carrier gas stream. particularly 
di?icult, as such particles-present a relatively 
large surface. area-and consequently attai'nfa} 
velocity more nearly equal‘ to that, of the carrierv 
?uid ‘than do smooth ash particles of ‘ similar 
Weight. 
And thereforeythe present invention is par.-_ 

ticularly concerned with and‘ has.‘v as an’ object. 
the ‘production of a heated, high velocity motive 
?uidof- the character. mentioned hereinabove by 
burning‘. pulverized‘ fuel“. containing" noncom~' 
blustible solid" materialfina manner su'ch'that’ 
thebnonc’ombustible“ solid particles " inherently 
present :in suspension’ in the resulting stream of. 

‘ combustion . products .are of ' a ' con?guration ‘ con 
ducive_;.to~minimizing the erosive‘effe'ct’ of such‘ 
particles and/orflofia character bestto‘enable' a‘ 
large" portion} of ‘the particles to ‘be readily' re'-_ 
moved‘ from" the‘. carrier‘ stream bypassing the’ 
stream‘ through, a". conventional mechanical 
separator of. simpli?ed construction?‘ v v 

Another‘object; o'lffthe present~ invention“ isl'to 
producea heated, high ‘velocity motive ‘fluid, cone‘ 
sisting‘ atleast'in'part of products oijcombustiom 
by""burningjpulverized ruer containing madam: 
bu'stib-le-f solid" matter’ in a- manner eiiective'? to 
minimize 1' the ‘ formation ' of -' lightweight-and/o'r‘ 

jagged ash particles? 
Anoth‘e'r'" ‘object:- Qff- the"lpresentirinventioniislltoj 

produce a =~ heated; high" velocitirl motive‘? fluid; 
consisting at least-in part of’products 'o'ffc’o'm4 
blistié?i- by? bllTIliil'gi pulverized fuel containing 1 
noncombustible solid? material in a‘ mannerQsu'ch? 
that the noncombustible solid material inherif 
e'ntlyi'present; in’ suspension in the resulting 
stream 101’ ' combustion'fpro’ducts‘ is‘ the for-info‘? 
particles ipreponderatelyiof generally spheroidal": 
shape; 

An‘: still another-object of the“ present inven;- 
tion' is; .to ;=pro.d'ucei ax-heated, high velocity-motive ~ 
?uid; consisting; at :least, in ‘partmof products? of‘. 
combustion, vby» burningcpulverized fuel :“containe 
ing» noncombustible solid material‘inh-a manner.» 
such‘ that ‘the noncombustible solid. material » is ' 

,-.present. in suspension inithe. resulting V sitreamgioi" 
combustion. products: in - the ' form; of '.pai't’i‘t-lesv 
preponderatély‘of large size vand"general'liyasphe 
roidalvshape.v I - . ' 

vIn. accordance : ,. this invention,_.,~ one; or’. 
more 'of the; . hereinabove :sta'ted .- objects g-may " bez 
readilyaccomplished through the [provisions-and’ 
operation of .7 apparatus f‘or‘iburningr; pulverized 
solid. fuel ,in suspension; in a combustion-support 
ing'gaseous carrier undevrlrconditions.plgodqcing- a; 
high temperature.-zone.through ‘which? the: non 
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combustible solid particles pass in con?ned sus 
pension and become sufficiently ?uid in passing 
therethrough to assume a generally spheroidal 
shape, and wherein movement of the fluid parti 
cles is preferably such as to cause such parti 
tales to collide and agglomerate and thereby 
form larger and heavier spheroidal particles be 
fore solidi?cation occurs. 
The manner of practicing the methods of the 

present invention will become readily apparent 
as the disclosure progresses and particularly 
points out, as hereinafter fully set forth, the 
various features, steps and advantages con 
sidered of special importance with respect to 
such methods. And in this connection, atten 
tion is directed to the following detailed descrip 
tion and appended claims, reference being had to _ 
the accompanying drawing illustrating one form 
of apparatus suitable for practicing the inven 
tion and in which: 

Fig. 1 is a schematic showing of a simple con 
tinuous combustion gas turbine system embody 
ing apparatus operable in accordance with this 
invention; and 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged view of a modi?ed ?ame 
and noncombustible particle con?ning structure 
illustrating the suspension and formation ‘of par 
ticles of'preferred shape and/or size. I »- ' ‘ 

Referring to the drawing, it will be seen tha 
apparatus for use in connection with the prac-_ 
tice of the present invention may include inner 
and outer concentrically arranged annular shells 
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land 2 forming therebetween an annular space I 
3 surrounding the combustion zone 4 de?nedby 
inner shell i and a pair, of conduits 6 and 1 
connecting zone 4 with suitable conventionally 
controllable sources of pulverized fuel and air 
(‘not shown). If desired, the interior of shell I 
may be provided with a suitable refractory lining 
B and with a converging discharge end portion 
9, as shown in Fig. 2. The discharge, end pore 
tions of conduits 6 and ‘I may be arranged in 
concentric coaxial relation with respect toeach 
other and with respect to the longitudinal axis 
of shelli. And with such an arrangement of 
conduits, it is generallypreferable to introduce 
the mixture of primary air and fuel (in this 
case pulverized coal suspended in an air stream) 
into zone 4 throughconduit 6 and to introduce 
whatever additional air may be required in such 
zone order to further control combustion and 
temperature conditions therein through con 
duit 1.1 - V g . 

Cooling air may be controllably supplied to 
annular space 3 by means ofa compressor I l 
and a valve controlled conduit [2 connecting the 
discharge of compressor II with the interior of 
shell 2 ate. point adjacent the closed or burner 
end thereof. Outer shell 2 extends a consider 
able distance longitudinally beyond the discharge 
end-of shell I and provides a cooling zone 13' 
wherein the air issuing from annular space 3 
mixes with and cools the combustion products 
issuing from zone 4 at a point adjacent the 
discharge end of shell I. The discharge end of 
outer shell 2 is suitably connected with a con} 
ventional separator M which is in turn suit—' 
ably connected, as by means of a conduit IS, with 
the inlet portion of a ‘turbine _|'I_drivingly con 
nected with the compressor“. And a suitable 
starting motor l8 may be‘selectivelydrivingly 
connected with the compressor II and turbine I‘! 
through a clutch or the like i 9. > 
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A gas turbine ‘system of the type hereinabove 75 

brie?y described may be readily started and 015 
erated as heretofore known and when thus oper 
ated the coaction and functioning of the various 
elements of such a system are in general as fol 
lows: cooling air is delivered to annular space 3, 
a mixture of fuel and air is' burned in zone 4 
and perhaps to soine extent in zone 92, air from 
space 3 and combustion ‘products from zone 4 
combine and mix in zone [3 to form a resulting 
‘motive ?uid having a safe Working temperature’ 
and the resulting motive ?uid passes through 
separator (4, wherein the heavier ash particles 
are removed from the ?uid and then into tur 
bine [7. 
However, as hereinbefore pointed out the life 

' expectancy of a turbine driven by motive ?uid 
produced by the heretofore known methods of 

. operating such systems with a fuel containing 
noncombustible solid materia1 is entirely too 
short for satisfactory commercial application. 
And in this connection it has been found that the 
ash content of the motive'fluid thus produced is 
relatively high and that the ash particles pres 
ent in such ?uid are preponderately of light 
weight and jagged con?guration which is prob 
ably due to the fact that even if an ash fusing 
temperature is maintained in the combustion zone 
proper, the rate of travel of the combustion 
gases and therefore of the ash particles passing 
therethrough is so rapid that most of the ash’ 
particles do not become sufficiently fluid in pass 
ing throughthe combustion zone to attain a gen 
erally spheroidal shape before entering the ,cool-_ 
ing zone. 

In accordance with applicants’ method, the pul~jv 
verized coal and air mixture introduced through. 
conduit 6 and whatever-additional air is intro-i 
duced through conduit 1 are quantitatively ad 
justed so that despite the loss of heat to the air or 
other gas in the surrounding annular space 3, the 
prevailing temperature in zone 4, particularly adi 
jacent the discharge end thereof, is sufficiently 
high to fuse ash particles passing therethrough, 
and so that the turbulence and/or axial velocity 
of the combustion gases passing through zone 4 
is sufficient to suspend and carry ash particles 
th'erethrough at ' ‘ 

particles become ?uid and attain a generally 
spheroidal shape (see Fig. 2) before entering the 
cooling zone. And in this connection, it should be 
noted that when the shell or other structure de-' 
?ning zone 4 is shaped to form a converging dis 
charge portion, as illustrated in Fig. 2, the" 
velocity and turbulence of the combustion gases‘v 
and of the ash particles suspended therein will 
increase considerably in a manner materially iri 
creasmg collisional agglomerations of the ?uid 
particles passing through the discharge portion 
of the combustion zone. In addition to quantitae 
tively adjusting the primary air and fuel mixture‘ 
and the secondary or additional combustion sup— 
porting air as above pointed out, the cooling air 
or gas delivered to annular space 3 is simultai-i 
neously - quantitatively adjusted so that ‘air leav 
mg such space and mixing in zone I 3 with the 
highly heated products of combustion leaving 
zone 4 will effect solidi?cation of the ?uid 
spheroids suspended in the combustion gases and. 
will lower the temperature of such gases to a safe 
working value. ‘ ‘ Q ‘ 

In practicing the presentinvention, it 
be borne in mind that the prevailing tempera 
ture in zone 4 may be'varied considerably de 
pending upon the fusion temperature of 'thenon 

' combustible solid particles‘ or' ash present ‘in the" 

a rate such that most or the 
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-resulting.='stream of combustion gas.v However, 
although ‘the chemical composition of different 
particles of ‘coal ash varies widely and conse 
quently :the fusion "temperatures of , such ‘parti 
cles "also .vary widely, most coals havev an ash 
‘fusion temperature of 2800° F., or less, and if 
the-fuel and air delivered to zone 4 is quantita 
tively; vadjusted to .produce therein. aprevailing 
"temperature of-2800° F., the ash of most coals will 
become ‘sufficiently ?uid to attain a spheroidal 
shape before leaving such zone, providing their 
{rate of travel therethrough is not too, rapid. The 
ash fusion temperatures. of the commonly used 
'Icoals can usually be obtained from the supplier, 
although if desired or considered necessary, the I 
ash fusion characteristics ‘of any vcoal can be 
readily; determined byv the standard-American 'So 
cietyfor Testing Materials method. ‘And once 
ltheashfusion temperature ‘of; the coal; to. be 
usedis ascertained, ‘all that has to be donein 
order to.v produce generally spheroidal ashlparti 
'cles isto quantitatively adjust the fuel and air 
delivered to zone 4 vas hereinbefore;vindicated, 
bearing- in mind of course, that the proportion 
ref-primary air and pulverized fuel used depends , . 
on the ignition characteristics of; the; coal and 
that-the introduction of additional air into zone 
4 primarily for the purpose of completing-com 
bustion; and regulatingthe; temperature.- prevail, 
ing; therein. 

Motive ?uid produced in accordance, with this 
invention is farv superior- for the operatio-nzof 
turbines 'and'the likethan is motive’ ?uid pro 
ducedby the heretofore known methods of op 
eration in that, as previously pointed out, 
sshcmidal. ash particles have. less erosive e?ect 
on; parts contacted thereby and can be- more 
vreadily»removed from a carrier gas- stream’ than 
can jagged ash particles of. similar weight pro 
duced by such known methods. And although 
the, ash‘ content'of a motive ?uid produced so 
as to contain ash particles preponderately of gen 
erally spheroidal form does, even if the ash 
particles are small and of light. weight, materially 
prolong the life expectancy of, turbines and the 
like operated thereby, the ashcontentof'a motive 
?uid containing spheroidal ash particles can be 
further materially'reduced by mechanical sepa 
rationif the mass of the ash particles is increased 
by‘ forming same under conditions producing 
'collisional,agglomerations thereof. 

' ,‘The, present invention‘may be practiced with 
‘the aid of apparatus differing] materially froih 
‘thatherein'disclosed for'purposes of illustration 
"lmd'thej'nature'and character of, the pulverized 
jfuel and of the combustion supporting and. cool 
ing gasj'or gases employed may also differ‘and 
"vary materially provided a heated, high velocity 
motive ?uid, consisting at least in part of prod 
nets of combustion, is produced by burning pul 
verized fuel containing noncombustible solid ma 
terial under conditions such that the noncom 
bustible solid material is present in suspension in 
the resulting stream of combustion products in 
the form of particles having a con?guration min 
imizing the erosive effect of such particles on ob 
jects contacted thereby and/or of a character 
best to enable a large portion of the particles to be 
readily removed from the carrier stream by pass 
ing the stream through a separator of conven 
tional construction. And it should therefore be 
understood that it is not intended to limit the 
present invention to the use of the particular ap 
paratus, fuel and gases herein pointed out as be 
ing satisfactory for practicing same as various 
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6 
modi?cations. may occur to persons :skilleclin; the 
art. ' ' 

It is claimed and desired to secure by Letters 
‘Patent: ‘ 

1. A .method of producing large quantities-of 
heated high velocity motive fluid including prod. 
-ucts. of combustion formed by burning in a-rcon 
?ned burning zone pulverized fuel containing 
noncombustible solid material, in vsuspension ;in 
.a combustion supportingcarriergas, said method 
comprising the transforming of said included 
noncombustible solid material into ‘a particle 
form having ‘a minimum erosive effect, by the 
stepslof quantitatively regulating the fueland 
gas introduced into said burningzone to'create 
.a ‘temperature in said zone suf?cientlyhigh to 
causenthe particles to fuse; then con?ning and 
.directingisaid gas andfusedparticles, in a cylin 
drical streamito create a gas-?ow-conditioneffec 
tiveto maintainsaid particles in suspension-long 
enough . to ' insure that :most of said particles,.;at. 
tain ‘a generally. spheroidal shape; and thenat 
least downstream of said burning zone, ,sur 
rounding said cylindrical stream witha; stream 
of relatively cool gas to solidify said, fused gen 
erally spheroidal particles. " 

2. A method of producing largequantitiesyof 
heated vhigh velocity. motive?uid- including;:prod 
ucts-of combustion formed by burning, in anon 
?ned ‘burning zone pulverized fuel containing 
noncombustiblesolid material in suspensiongina 
combustion .supporting carrier gas, said,v method 
comprising the transforming of said, included 
noncombustible solid material into a particle 
form having-a minimum; erosive effect andpagp 
glomerations. of most‘ of said _ particles that-rare 
of‘ sufficient. size. to be easily removed: from :said 
motive ?uid, by the stepsof: quantitatively; regu 
lating: the fuel and gas introduced, intosaid bum 
ing zone to createa temperature in said'zone sut 
?ciently. high-toscause the; particles to fuse; then 
con?ning and directing said gas and'fusedpa-r 
ticlesi in. a cylindrical stream to-createa gas [flow 
.conditioneffective to maintain said particlesin 
suspension long enough to. insure that most'cf 
saidvpa-rticles; attain‘a generally spheroidal shape 
and collide; to form agglomerations; andthenat 
least downstream of said burning zoneisurround 
ing said cylindrical‘ stream with; a stream of rela 
tively cool gas to solidify said ' fused ‘generally 
spheroidal particles and asglo-merations. 

3.;Af method of producing large quantities-of 
heated high velocity motive?uid including prod 
ucts of‘ combustion formed by burning in a con 
?nedburn-ing zone pulverized fuel containingnon 
combustible solid material in suspension ,_:in a 
combustion supporting carrier gas,_-_ said-method 
comprising the transforming of said included 
non-combustible solid material into a particle 
form having a minimum erosive effect and ag 
glomerations of most of said particles that are of 
suf?cient size so as to be easily removed from said 
motive ?uid, by the steps of quantitatively regu 
lating the fuel and gas introduced into said burn 
ing zone to create a temperature in said zone suf 
ficiently high to cause the particles to fuse; then 
con?ning and directing said gas and fused par 
ticles in a cylindrical stream to create a gas ?ow 
condition effective to maintain said particles in 
suspension long enough to insure that most of said 
particles attain a generally spheroidal shape and 
collide to form agglomerations; and then at least 
downstream of said burning zone, surrounding 
said cylindrical stream with a stream of rela 
tively cool gas directed in the same direction as 
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said cylindrical stream, to solidify said fused gen 
erally spheroidal particles and agglomerations. ' 

4. A method of producing large quantities of 
heated high velocity motive ?uid including prod 
ucts of combustion formed by burning in a con 
?ned burning zone pulverized fuel containing non 
combustible solid material in suspension in a com 
bustion supporting carrier gas, said method com 
prising the transforming of said included non 
combustible solid material into a particle form 
having a minimum erosive effect, by the steps of 
quantitatively regulating the fuel and gas intro 
duced into said‘ burning zone to create a tem 
perature in said zone sufficiently high to cause the 
particles to fuse; then con?ning and directing 
said gas and fused particles in a cylindrical 
stream to create a gas ?ow condition effective to 
maintain said particles in suspension long enough 
to insure that most of said particles attain a gen 
erally spheroidal shape; and then at least down 
stream of said burning ‘ zone, surrounding said 
cylindrical stream with a stream of relatively cool 
vgas directed in the same direction as said cylindri 
cal-stream, to solidify said fused-generally sphe 
roidal particles. 

5. A method of producing large quantities of 
heated high velocity motive ?uid including prod 
ucts of combustion formed by burning in a con 
?ned burning zone pulverized fuel containing 
noncombustible solid material in suspension in a ' 
combustion supporting carrier gas, said method 
‘comprising the transforming of said included 
noncombustible solid material into a particle form 
having a minimum erosive effect, by the steps of 
quantitatively regulating the fuel and gas intro 
duced into said burning zone to create’a tem 
'perature in said zone sufficiently high to cause 
the particles to fuse; ‘then con?ning and direct 
ing said gas and fused particles in a cylindrical 
stream to create a gas flow condition effective to 
maintain said particles in suspension long enough 
to insure that most of said particles attain a gen 
erally spheroidal shape; and then at least down 
stream of said burning zone, surrounding said 
cylindrical stream with a stream of relatively cool 
gas to mix with said cylindrical stream and solid 
ify‘said fused generally spheroidal particles. 

,6. A method of producing large quantities of 
vheated high velocity motive ?uid including prod‘ 
ucts of combustion formed by burning in a con 
?ned burning zone pulverized fuel containing 
noncombustible solid material in suspension in a; 
‘combustion supporting carrier gas, said method 
“comprising the transforming of said included, 
noncombustible solid material into a particle form 
having a minimum erosive effect, by the steps of 
‘quantitatively regulating the fuel and gas intro 
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8 
.duced into. said burning-zone to .createaj tem 
perature in said zone sufficiently high to cause the 
particles. to fuse; thencon?ning and directing 
said gas and fused particles in a cylindrical stream 
to create a gas flow condition ‘effective to main. 
tain said particles in suspension long; enough 
to insure that most of said particles attain .a gen 
erally spheroidal shape; and then at least down 
stream of said burning zone, surrounding saidlcy 
lindrical stream with a stream of relatively cool 
gas directed in the samev direction as said cylin 
drical stream to mix therewith and solidify said 
fused generally spheroidal particles. ,. .‘ . 

7. A method of producing large quantities of 
heated high velocity motive ?uid including prod 
ucts ofcombustion formed by burning in a con 
?ned burning zone pulverized fuel containing 
noncombustible solid material in suspension in a 
combustion supporting carrier gas, the method 
comprising the transforming- of said included 
noncombustible solid material into a particle form 
having a minimum erosive effect and agglomera 
tions of most of said particles that are ‘of sum 
cient size so as to be easily removed from said 
motive fluid, by thesteps of quantitatively regu 
lating the fuel and gas introduced into said burn 
ing zone to create a temperature in said zone suf 
?ciently high to cause the particles to fuse; then 
con?ning and directing said gas and fused par 
ticles in a cylindrical stream to create a gas ?ow 
condition effective to maintain said particles in 
suspension long enough to insure that most of 
said particles attain a generally spheroidal shape 
and collide to form agglomerations; and then at 
least downstream of'said burning zone, surround 
ing said cylindrical stream with a stream of rela 
tively cool gas to mix with said cylindrical stream 
and solidify said fused generally spheroidal parti 
cles and agglomerations. - " 

. WALTER ROBINSON. 
BERTRAN‘D A. LANDRY. 
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